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Welcome to the latest edition of the Apex Foundation newsletter.�
The highlight of the Apex Foundation year is always our Annual�
General Meeting, which was held in November last year.�

Annual General Meetings(AGM) can be boring affairs as we have�
various statutory requirements which we have to deal with. But it�
is the aim of the Apex Foundation to use the AGM to show our�
members the amazing things that are happening in some of our�
Trusts.�

This year we invited Dale and Neil Sawley to speak to the AGM�
about how  the latest addition to the Apex Foundation, the Copper�
Coast Retreats, was turned from an idea into the reality.�

Dale and Neil explained how past Apex Foundation Chairman,�
Tony Peters, at the 2006 Apex National Convention held in�
Ballarat told delegates it was time we had another Shack or Chalet. The Apex Clubs of the�
Copper Coast took up the challenge and now we have the magnificent Apex Copper Coast�
Retreats.�

To show  the Apex Foundation’s appreciation of Dale and Neil’s efforts I presented them both�
with Honorary Life Members of the Apex Foundation.�

We also announced on the night that the Apex Foundation had made a change to our patrons�
and we have appointed past Apex Foundation Board member and Life Governor of the Apex�
Association, Jim Hughes as our new Patron. Jim’s wealth of experience in all aspects of Apex�
as well as the wider community makes him an ideal choice as Patron.  We look forward to�
working with Jim to further grow  the Apex Foundation.�

As always the Apex Foundation is interested in what our members think about what we do and�
what we can do better, so please feel free to contact any of the board with your thoughts.�

Yours in Apex�
Stephen Bigarelli�
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As a little kid I remember many a January traveling up past Jindabyne to a small place called�
Smiggin Holes, where the Apex Magic Castle sits proudly on the side of the ski slopes. The�
Adelong Apex Club would head up to the Apex Magic Castle mid to late January for years, to�
undertake maintenance and store firewood……yep firewood for that great big stone fire place!�

The fire place was where all ended up (whether it�
was going or not) after dinner was cleaned up, and�
for some of the older Apexians it was where they�
would fall asleep! Oh if only the rocks of that fire�
place could talk….the stories they could�
tell…..and that is just from our trips up there! No�
it’s probably best they didn’t, as some of the�
stories would be about us kids! I remember the�
times my brothers and I would dare each other�
(and any of the littler kids that thought they could�
step it up!) to slide down the timber baluster rail,�
with each run starting higher and higher up the�
staircase…..usually until one of the parents�
caught us! I can now understand why Mum was less than impressed with us doing this….and for�
encouraging the little ones to step up to the plate….to live on the edge and have a go!�

It’s funny how heading back up to the Apex Magic Castle so many years on, weaving your way�
through the gum trees and snow plains after passing through Jindabyne, then as you drive around�
that last corner into Smiggin Holes and see the Apex Magic Castle perched proudly up on the side�
of the hill, you still get that feeling of excitement.�

II guess what is even funnier is that I remember helping my father with the tiling of the bathrooms�
and then probably 25 years later I’m there again carting tiles up the hill! Except this time it was�
easier…not because I was older but due to technology and the assistance of a small diesel�
operated loader (thanks Coates Hire)! Wish these were around 25 years ago…but to tell the truth�
when the bathrooms were being tiled about 25 years we had the job of carting materials and the�
bedding sand up the hill. Cause on this day a few of us kids had the sh#ts (as kids do, probably�
cause we couldn’t play pool and table tennis) we were filling our buckets up with sand and carting�
it back down the hill as others were carting it up….(to think what would have happened to us all�
if the adults found out why it took them so long to cart it all up the hill).�

Many a night and morning (after waking up early and sneaking down stairs) was spent in the�
games room (how some things just don’t change from one generation to the next!…..if I cannot�
find my kids I only have to go down there). But thinking about it….this hasn’t changed much these�
days as we seem to still have a late night (or is that early morning?) down there, with the only�
difference being it’s a bit harder these days to stumble back up those stairs to bed!�

Then there were the pillow fights we used to have….and no these were with our own pillows, we�
never used those ones that were in the rooms…..(not sure how those pillows got busted?) All in�
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good fun though!�

Another trip that is set in my memory is the time the front path was concreted, remembering that�
the Apex Magic Castle is built in the snow fields…so the path was far from being flat! But on this�
occasion, again in January, as the path was nearing completion it started to snow….yes�
snow…..in January! Well all us kids were knocking each other over to get garbage bags out of�
the kitchen and headed to the top of the hills to slide on our backsides on the smallest patches�
of snow we could find.…..the memories!!�

The memories I have of the Apex Magic Castle could go on for longer than the space I have�
here. Now days heading up to the Apex Magic Castle as a father I’m still as excited as I was�
nearly 30 years ago when I was sitting in the back seat of the family car, (yep most likely fighting�
with my brothers over whom was going to be playing the first game of pool or table tennis), I only�
hope that my kids have at least half as much fun as what I did when I was their age, and with�
the external re-cladding project in a few months I’m really excited about my kids coming up to�
lend a hand and hope it’s the start of their Apex Magic Castle memories! I guess there is just�
something about the place that does this….something magical perhaps? I can only imagine how�
those kids and families less fortunate then ourselves feel when they experience for the first�
time….the magic of the Castle!�

APEX MAGIC CASTLE.....�
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UPDATE ON CRANIOFACIAL�
In November the Adelaide based Australian Craniofacial Unit (ACU) celebrated the significant�
milestone of 40 years. In attendance as a special guest was Jim Davis, Life Member of the�
Salisbury Apex Club. Jim was instrumental in pushing Cranio Facial as an Apex National Service�

Project which funded the Cranio Facial Trust�
and kick started the ACU. Also in�
attendance were Dale and Neil Sawley and�
Ben Chambers. Feedback on the�
celebrations from the Sawleys was very�
positive and underscored Apex’s key role in�
the project.�

Since 1984 the Apex Cranio Facial Trust�
has been the major benefactor of the ACU�
with distributions in excess of $1.4 million.�

Also in November the Apex Foundation�
Board passed a motion to fund a PhD�
student for a 4 year term at a rate of $25,000�
per annum. Research topic suggested by the�
ACU was Metopic Synostosis.�

APEX CHARITABLE TRUST�

LM Jim Davis Salisbury Apex Club, initiator of�
the Apex National Service Project for Cranio-�
facial, with Ben Chambers SA Apex Club�
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DONATE�TODAY!�

All enquires to:�

Apex Foundation�
Level 5, AON Tower�
201 Kent Street�
Sydney NSW 2000�

Phone: 02 9253 7775�
Fax:  02 9253 7117�

Thank you for your donation.�
All gifts over $2 are tax�
deductible - a receipt will be�
sent�

I would like to make a donation of $______ to support the ongoing work of�
the Apex Foundation.�

£�Cheque / Money Order (payable to the Apex Foundation)�

£�Visa� £�Amex� £�Mastercard�

 Name:�

 Address:�

 Suburb:�

 Phone No:�

 Cardholder’s Name:�

 Card Number:�

 Signature:�

 Expiry� /�

 Postcode:�

 Email:�

Visit us at:�
www.apexfoundation.org.au�

ABN  58 001 347 897�

CIVILIAN WIDOWS TRUST�

Since 2012, the Queensland Civilian Widows Trust has supported Love & Care to the extent of�
$12,995.�

Love & Care are a volunteer group of ladies�
that spend their days assisting people who�
have fallen on tough times. Love & Care�
provides boxes of necessities for children,�
who in the main have been left homeless�
and are about to go into Foster Care. These�
boxes contain several items, which�
accompany children to their new foster�
family. In recent years, we have assisted in�
the provision of back packs, and have also�
paid the rent on the warehouse, which is�
mainly utilised for packaging all the items.�

Love & Care also assist the Salvation Army,�
and this year, children coming from the�

drought stricken areas of Queensland. Estimate is that they help around 6,000 children each year.�
This year, the grant of $1,800 covered the last 6 months rent on the warehouse, and the photo�
shows some of the volunteers packing boxes from this facility.�
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